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Cannabis-infused sugar and next
generation marijuana edibles
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________________________________________________________

Infused cannabis sugar and salt are
changing the edibles landscape.
________________________________________________________
Some major limitations people encounter when trying to make novel marijuana edibles
are that the two go-to building blocks — cannabis butter and oil — are not water
soluble. They also tend to have a strong (sometimes undesired) flavor profile, and shelf
life can be unpredictable.
But Kelly Ogilvie and his team at DeepCell Industries are changing that paradigm.
The technology development company has figured out a way to make cannabis-infused
sugar and salts, items that could very well change the size and scope of the legal
infused-edibles market in the U.S.
“Like anything, specialization is starting to take hold in the cannabis edibles market.,”
DeepCell CEO and co-founder Kelly Ogilvie told Extract in an interview. “We see sugar
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DeepCell CEO and co-founder Kelly Ogilvie told Extract in an interview. “We see sugar
and salt as a platform for people to create all types of interesting products, and we
want to give them those tools.”
The market for pot edibles is expanding far past the stereotypical “stoner” consumers
of yesteryear. Plenty of health conscious people are seeking out cannabis edibles these
days, and edibles makers are tired of using cannabis oils and butters as their only
option, Ogilvie said. It’s especially difficult to put oil-based cannabinoids into liquid
products without adding chemical stabilizers.
Infused salt and sugar technology allows people to bypass the oil and butter route.
DeepCell doesn’t actually produce cannabis sugars and salts. Rather, the company
licenses their technology out to processors who manufacture and distribute the
company’s brands, or who use these tools in their own edible production.
“Our licensees, they don’t want to have to know how to grow the cannabis, and extract
the cannabinoids, and how to make everything,” Ogilvie said. “They just want
something that is high quality and ready to go that allows them to produce infused
edible products.”
Ruby Cannabis Sugar, the company’s flagship product, is a low-calorie, fat-free, glutenfree product containing just two ingredients: organic cane sugar and cannabis extract.
Infused sugar offers a water-soluble tool for creating cannabis-infused beverages such
as coffee, tea and smoothies. Plus, the product doesn’t have a grassy or bitter flavor
profile, like cannabis edibles often do. The sugar tastes like the food or drink it’s mixed
with, according to DeepCell. Another plus, infused cannabis sugar crystals don’t
oxidize as easily as cannabis oils and butter do. That means products made with cannasugar won’t lose as much potency when exposed to air or light, providing a foreseeably
longer product shelf life.
Ruby Cannabis Sugar is currently only available for adult consumer purchase at
registered and licensed marijuana retailers in Washington State. But the company is
working to launch new product offerings and planning to expand to new states.
DeepCell’s newest products, cannabis-infused salt and sweetener, are coming soon.
“We’re gearing up for California, which I think will shortly be the biggest cannabis
market in the country,” Ogilvie said, referring to California’s November 2016 ballot
measure to legalize recreational marijuana.
Indeed, California voters will have the opportunity on November 8 to decide whether
or not to legalize recreational cannabis consumption for adults 21 and older in the
state. Polling shows a majority of likely voters support the measure, and if it passes,
Ogilvie’s predictions are likely to come true.
________________________________________________________

Related gallery:

10 expert tips for cooking with cannabis
Click through this slideshow to learn 10 interesting tips and tidbits about cannabis cooking from
culinary all-stars Robyn Griggs Lawrence, Chris Sayegh and Herb Seidel.
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